code for the node's label is transmitted. For the tree in Fig. la , its symbolic representation would be in the form shown in Fig. Ib. We rewrite it in a symbolic sequence as follows:
quadtree structure by sending node labels in sequence.
Next, we investigate the performance of the run-length coding algorithm applied to encode the quadtree structure and compare it with that of the above traditional label code. The first step of runlength coding is to compute the length of each run in which all elements have the same symbol and different ones from those in neighbouring runs. From eqn. 1, for example, this step results in a run-length sequence as shown in Fig. IC , which is as follows: 2127111515112816 except for the first digit, '1' enclosed in brackets, to encode the root node.
Secondly if a Huffman coding algorithm is applied to encode the above sequence the rate will be 8 x 1 + 3 x 2 + 2 x 3 + 1 x 4 + 1 x 5 + 1 x 5 = 34 bits In addition, one extra bit should be added to encode the root node. Therefore, 34 + 1 = 35hits in total are required to transmit the quadtree structure. Comparing with the label code, lohits are saved.
The above is just a specific example which shows that the information is compressed using the run-length encoding algorithm to encode the quadtree structure instead of sending the binary symbolic sequence directly. Next, we demonstrate that it is true not only for a specific case hut in a wider sense.
Let us create a structure in which the labels, except the root label which is always 1, are Bernoulli trials with the probability respectively. The results show that run-length code always performs better than ordinary label code, even in the worst case. The average saving using run-length code instead of ordinary label code is -10hits per structure for the structures ranging between 25 and 85 nodes.
Conclusions:
We have provided the experimental results of a runlength coding algorithm for the coding of the quadtrees generated The discrete cosme transform (DCT) has already been applied to real number error control coding. In the Letter the class of BCH decodable DCT codes is enlarged to form a parity check matrix. Because matrix C is always invertible, this DCT code can be decoded by the decoding algorithms for BCH codes [2] with the modified syndromes S = S x C ' . In this Letter the class of BCH decodable DCT codes is further enlarged. Briefly speaking, in addition to the above method for selecting rows as parities, both selections of rows 0, a, 2a, .... (d -I)a and a . 3a, 5a, ..., (2 -l) a, provided that these rows are distinct, also form a panty check matrix of a BCH decodable DCT code.
Extension of the BCH decodable class of D C T codes:
As defined in eqn. 1, if the jth row of DCT, is contained in the panty check matrix H , then we will have a parity check equation or syndrome as follows: Then, for index ja, the parity check equation becomes
Because it can easily he verified that There is still another way for forming the desired parity check matrix. Consider eqn. 3 again. Because C,," is zero if j -n is not even, by dropping these zero terms and substituting n by 2n + I , we will have the following parity check equation: Note that, in both cases, it is not necessary for a to be relatively prime to N . However, if it is, the index set (0, a, 2a ,._., ( N -I)a} will specify the set of rows {0, 1, 2, ..., N -1) . Therefore, we can select up to N rows as parities. If a is not relatively prime to N , the index set will be smaller. Consequently, only codes with a higher rate can be defined. For the second case, because indices (2N -2j -1)a and (2j + l ) a specify the same rows, (a, 3a, 5a (2N -l ) a } and { a , 3 4 5a , ...,( N -l)a} will specify the same set of rows.
From this set of rows, which has at most N / 2 elements, only codes with rates higher than 112 can be defined. for a 'Nyquist' chip pulse having (necessarily) rectangular U(w), and showed the mitigation bandwidth W, to be 2/T. Calculations presented here will extend the result of that previous correspondence to show that for two additional basic chip modulation types the asymptotic relationship between the variance of received power and the chip bandwidth also takes the form 
for the appropriate W,. Thus the mitigation bandwidths of all three chip modulation types play compatible roles as the 'figure of merit' that measures the potential of the specific DSPN type to reduce the received signal variance in a given dense scatterer environment, once the chip rate has been increased to some large multiple of the inverse delay spread UA.
Problem statement:
The analytical problem addressed here is the development of a more elegant, yet perfectly general, method of computing the mitigation bandwidths of typical chip modulahon types found in DSPN signalling. The complexities attendant to the obvious, direct application of eqn. 1 for the computation of W, are quickly encountered in the case of a rectangular chip pulse of duration T. This pulse corresponds to classical binary phase shift keyed (BPSK) modulation at chip rate UT. With the normalisation indicated in eqn. 2 the spectral density is which leads to the following expression [see note I] for [o,(ls(t)l*)]' subsequent to the evaluation of the inner integral in eqn. 1:
